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Being Thankful

Throughout my years, I have been blinded by the amount of blessings that truly have made a

difference in my life making me who I am today. Taking these “normalities” for granted, I have

accepted the beauty and treasures of my existence, expressing my gratitude one day at a time.

Life is a mystery. We experience all kinds of pain and suffering living in this broken world,

but it is just a bad day, not a bad life. While some have unrealistic dreams and aspirations that

never come true, spreading kindness is something that can make the world a happier place for

everyone, not just oneself. This Thanksgiving I am acknowledging and deeply focusing on my

nature that generates my attributes of good will. While taking this into consideration, my mind

immediately channels to my volleyball team. The most hardworking group of people I have ever

met in all four years, our special group of young, talented individuals have possessed nothing but

perseverance. It is needless to say that we have brought out the best in each other, not just in the

game but in life. With our endless hard work and dedication through the season, on and off the

court, we have learned to always be there, picking each other up when times are tough and

inspiring each other to be even better than who we are. Molding our unique personalities and

different sets of skills together to accomplish the same goal has overall elevated our self

confidence for the greater.



Being thankful is not just a feeling, but it is an expression. Knowing this, it is obvious that

qualities come along with this sense of gratitude. Many might jump to conclusions while

thinking of priorities such as family and friends at such a time, but we genuinely forget what

truly allows us to feel so lucky. Oftentimes we forget to show how thankful we are through our

actions, so instead we communicate. An easy demonstration is love. Knowing that no matter

what, you always have someone to count on. While relating this to my team, it is quite evident

that I would do anything for anyone and they would do the same for me. Putting my team before

myself, selflessness allows me to realize how our bond of connections has overcome obstacles

and challenges that have gotten in our way of success. Compassion also defines my work ethic

when caring for others and also collectively working together as one. Keeping these variety of

elements that shape my disposition, it is also crucial to know that awareness and relaying a sense

of purpose permits me to accept the indebted cards I’ve been dealt, and paying it forward to help

others reach the same sensation.

As we have all been gifted special traits, personalities, interests and more, our life experiences

truly are what make us who we are today. When talking about oneself, it is hard to acquire the

distinctive traits and qualities we proclaim that make us different from one another.

Understanding this, it is crucial to know that thankfulness comes with the characteristics of being

all forgiving and understanding, when simply paying it forward to create a movement in our

world for the better.


